1 Look and write the names.

1. I'm Kate's older brother. Adam
2. I'm Kate's younger brother.
3. We're Hannah's parents.
4. We're Kate's grandparents.

2 Look and complete.

1. Adam is Kate's __________ brother.
2. James is Kate's __________.
3. Anne and Bruce are Kate's __________.
4. Hannah __________.
5. Ralph and Greta __________.
6. Albert and Mary __________.

3 Read and write was or were.

1. In this photo, I __________ seven.
2. Where you?
3. I __________ at the beach. It __________ hot.
4. How old he?

3 Write sentences.

1. China / big / Australia
   China is bigger than Australia
2. Portugal / small / Spain
3. Whales / tigers / interesting / frogs
4. My teacher / old / I am
5. My teacher / tall / I am